28 Trends
on Social
Media
2020 update

Let's get started...
Sometimes it is hard to navigate on social media…
this part of the digital world always goes through
changes.
New social media trends are crucial to follow in
order to get your business to grow at a fast pace.
That is why we came up with the top internet
trends for your business or private use to get your
Social media platforms booming in 2020 and how
to adapt to them.
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Augmented Reality taking
over pictures
Augmented Reality (AR) brings real life to our
screens and now it has come to social media.
The most common examples of Augmented
Reality:
Filters, lenses, and stickers to be applied live
Interactive maps (Pokemon Go)
Interactive product display (IKEA)
Emoji's based on your own appearance
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Augmented Reality taking
over pictures
How to get started with AR on Social
Media?
Create branded AR filters, objects stickers,
and lenses
Where can you create it?

Augmented Reality in Social shopping
Marketers can increase the interactivity of their shoppable
products by implementing the try-on function driven by AR.
Where can you use it?

Augmented Reality ads in Social media
Social media platforms that support AR ads?
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Personalization of social
media campaigns
Personalised marketing is all about getting a
tailored message to the individual.
It is about personalised advertising to your
customers.
Personalization on SoMe?
Spotify - Discover Weekly
Youtube timeline
"Rainy day? buy this jacket" - using geolocation (weather forecast)
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Personalization of social
media campaigns
How to become more personalized as
a brand?
Track user's behaviour
One of the tools is OptinMonster. It allows the company to
follow a user’s behaviour on the eCommerce websites.
Allowing to reach prospects on SoMe channels they hangout
with retargeting.
Retargeting - a type of online advertising; based on previous
consumers actions on the web.

Customization of the product on social media
Personalised SoMe campaign - Coca-cola bottle. They run this
campaign all around the world, using specific names for the
countries.
Customers can create unique and original gifts for their family,
friends on their website
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Automation - Future of
social media
Automation allows faster and more efficient
work. Most companies have numerous accounts
on social media. Keeping track of all of them
takes a lot of time and human resources.
Once you unlock the possibilities of automation,
your workflow will be much more efficient.
And that is much needed, in the world where
12 hours of work are not enough!
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Automation - Future of
social media
How to automate your marketing?
Automation tools
Social Media automation tools comparison:
Hootsuite - Social media scheduling tool
Buffer- Social media scheduler
Socialert- Social media listening tool
BuzzSumo- Streamlined trending social media content
discovery tool

Scheduling social media posts
Giving an example, in some of the social networks, you can
schedule your posts natively:

But in others, you can save your posts as drafts, and post them
when you are ready or when is the right time:
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Social Media for customer
service
Another growing trend is social media as a
customer service tool.
It is not only used to promote the company but
also as a convenient way to propose help to its
customers. More and more customers prefer to
reach out via social media rather than
traditional email or phone calls.
This trend can give a competitive advantage to
smaller companies who still can truly respond to
every customer, as there is less volume of
coming messages.
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Social Media for customer
service
How to respond to customers on
social media?
Get started with Chatbots!
Response rate on social media
60%

40%

20%

0%
Response to
chatbots

Opening an email

Leaders in chatbots market?
Hedgehoglab
Dogtownmedia
MobiDev
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Geolocation as a key tool
Geo-location allows targeting customers within a
specific area. For example, it also helps with an
analysis of a particular place in terms of who
and how interacts there on social media.

Organic geolocation is when the user is looking
for something and the results will be based on
the distance to the place.

Paid geolocation, allows marketers to target
specific locations. Location targeting can be
easily set on Facebook by Ads Manager.
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Geolocation as a key tool
How to use geo-location?
Geo-location targetting
Use location to target people who are more likely to be
interested in your product. You can target a specific location
at a given time.
Target a specific group of people - with little knowledge like
location and time of the event.

This allows having more optimized ads for a lower cost.
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User-generated content to
ease marketers’ minds
This new version of content is creating trust,
promotion and may drive sales.
As it is not paid, potential customers are more
likely to believe in one’s brand if they see it on
private profiles of people who are similar to the
customer.
User generated content creates an honest and
reliable recommendation.
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User-generated content to
ease marketers’ minds
How to handle user-generated
content on social media?
Repost on social media
Why brands should use user-generated content?
It keeps both parties satisfied - private profile is getting
exposure, meanwhile, the company itself gains trust.
Moreover, such companies do not need to think too much
about the content, as users are providing them with it.
User-generated content can have a great impact on social
media for business.
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Future of Artificial
Intelligence on social media
Artificial Intelligence is visible in almost every
industry, including marketing. One of the
concepts of AI in marketing is to understand the
customer and then predict its behaviour.
If the ads are efficient, the ROI will increase.
If the ads are efficient, the ROI will increase
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Social Media goes LIVE
Live streaming, in other words, means
producing real-time content. This gives the
viewers - potential customers - a feel of
authenticity and honesty.
Many platforms start to implement live tools,
such as LinkedIn, where users can become an
“influencer” to start the journey of streaming.

How to get Live on SoMe?
Real-time content
Using real-time content makes customers urge to
watch it and follow the brand as they do not
want to miss something limited.
Real-time content - defined by time-relevance of
publication to relevant happening
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Twitter to reach your
audience
Twitter is one of the most used platforms in
terms of engagement and real-time marketing.
Potential reach and impressions are much
higher than on other social media.
With only 280 characters you can spread your
message, tag others, and mention them.

How to make the most out of Twitter?
Real-time tweets
Burger King Twitter account is famous thanks to
its real-time marketing viral tweets.
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